The four-nucleon bound state and scattering below three-body breakup threshold are described based on the realistic coupledchannel potential CD Bonn + ∆ which allows the excitation of a single nucleon to a ∆ isobar. The Coulomb repulsion between protons is included. In the four-nucleon system the two-baryon coupled-channel potential yields effective two-, three-and fournucleon forces, mediated by the ∆ isobar and consistent with each other and with the underlying two-nucleon force. The effect of the four-nucleon force on the studied observables is much smaller than the effect of the three-nucleon force. The inclusion of the ∆ isobar is unable to resolve the existing discrepancies with the experimental data.
Introduction
State of art calculations of four-nucleon (4N ) scattering have been recently presented in Refs. [1, 2, 3] for all possible reactions initiated by n-3 H, p-3 He, n-3 He, p-3 H and d-d below three-body breakup threshold. Realistic two-nucleon (2N ) interactions based on meson theory like AV18 [4] , CD Bonn [5] and INOY04 [6] or chiral effective field theory (EFT) [7] are used between pairs together with the Coulomb repulsion between the protons. No approximations were used in the solution of the four-body scattering equations beyond the usual partial-wave decomposition and the discretization of integration variables. The results presented are fully converged vis-a-vis the included partial waves as well as the number of mesh points used for the discretization of all continuous variables. Some observables we obtain are described quite well by all interaction models, some scale with the three-nucleon (3N ) binding energy, and some show large deviations from the data.
Therefore the next step in our understanding of 4N observables in terms of the underlying forces between nucleons requires the inclusion of a 3N force. There are three distinct ways for doing this: a) Add a static two-pion-exchange irreducible 3N force [8, 9, 10] to the underlying 2N forces; however, in this approach these two forces are not really consistent with each other. b) Use 2N + 3N force models based
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on chiral EFT [11, 12] to guaranty consistency between the 2N and 3N forces; however, for a realistic description, the expansion up to at least next-to-next-to-next-to leading order (N3LO) is required, which for the 3N force is not yet available. c) Extend the purely nucleonic model to allow the explicit excitation of a nucleon (N ) to a ∆ isobar as was carried out in Ref. [13] for the 2N and 3N systems; this approach yields effective many-nucleon forces consistent with the underlying 2N force, but does not fully satisfy chiral symmetry, much like a).
The studies of the 3N system reveal that all these different approaches lead to qualitatively similar results. In the 4N system the first one a) was already applied to n-3 H [14, 15] and p-3 He [16, 17] scattering. In the present paper, following the work on the 3N system performed in Refs. [13, 18, 19] , we use the last approach c) to study all 4N reactions below three-body breakup threshold. In the 3N system the excitation of a single nucleon to a ∆ isobar yields an effective 3N force with components of Fujita-Miyazawa type [20] and much richer structures in a reducible form; beside pion (π) exchange, the 3N force has contributions of shorter range due to the exchange of heavier mesons. In the 4N system an effective 4N force arises that also has parts of shorter range than π exchange.
The paper introduces the dynamics chosen for the extended description of the 4N system in Section 2. It discusses the effects of ∆-isobar excitation in the form of 3N and 4N forces on the 4N bound state in Section 3 and on low-energy 4N scattering observables in Section 4. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
Dynamics
The description of the 4N system is given in a Hilbert space consisting of two sectors as depicted in Fig. 1 ; the first sector H N is purely nucleonic, and in the second sector H ∆ one nucleon is replaced by a ∆ isobar of mass m ∆ = 1232 MeV. The restriction to Hilbert sectors with one ∆ at most has a strong physics motivation. The single ∆ isobar, when coupled to explicit pion-nucleon states, mediates the P 33 resonance in pion-nucleon scattering; it also mediates single-pion production in 2N scattering where singlepion production is the dominant inelastic channel up to about 500 MeV in the 2N center of mass (c.m.) system, i.e., far beyond the two-pion threshold. Thus, the adopted Hilbert space is sufficient for a further extension to the intermediate-energy pionic channels where a Hilbert sector with two pions appears to be dynamically suppressed. The nucleons in the sector H N are fully antisymmetrized. The sector H ∆ does not has a physics life on its own, but is included only through its coupling to H N . That coupling is symmetric in all nucleons. Though the ∆ isobar is physically distinct from the nucleons, only wavefunction components, antisymmetrized in all four baryons, nucleons and the ∆ isobar, have to be considered. Thus, Faddeev-Yakubovsky bound-state equations in the symmetrized form of Ref. [21] and Alt, Grassberger and Sandhas (AGS) scattering equations [22] in the symmetrized form of Refs. [1, 2, 3] can be used.
The dynamics is specified by a hermitian Hamiltonian H with instantaneous two-baryon potentials as indicated in Fig. 2 for the 4N system. The Hamiltonian acts in both Hilbert sectors H N and H ∆ and couples them. The hermitian-conjugate of the component (b) is not shown separately. When limited to the 2N system, the Hamiltonian of Fig. 2 (a) -(c) , i.e., its respective components v N N , v ∆N = v † N ∆ and v ∆∆ , reduces to the potential CD Bonn + ∆, a realistic coupled-channel two-baryon potential, fitted in Ref. [13] to the elastic 2N data. The Hamiltonian component of Fig. 2 (d) , corresponding to the 2N potential in the presence of a ∆ isobar, is not constrained by 2N data. A reasonable choice is the purely nucleonic CD Bonn potential [5] which we used in our previous 3N calculations. However, we found that the results for 3N observables depend extremely weakly on the parametrization of the potential in Fig. 2 (d) . Even choosing it to be zero has no visible consequences on the description of 3N observables; e.g., the calculated 3N binding energy changes by 20 keV only. Therefore we choose the Hamiltonian component of Fig. 2 (d) to be zero in our 4N calculations. That choice is an assumption on unknown dynamics, but it also yields a technical simplification. The solution of the 4N equations remains exact.
Equations
The symmetrized equations for the Faddeev-Yakubovsky amplitudes |ψ α of the 4N bound state are
where G 0 is the free four-particle Green's function and T the two-baryon transition matrix. The operators U α obtained from
are the symmetrized AGS operators for the 1 + 3 and 2 + 2 subsystems and P ij is the permutation operator of particles i and j. The equations suffice for calculating the binding energy. The step from the Faddeev-Yakubovsky amplitudes |ψ α to the bound state wave function is not yet carried out. The corresponding equations for 4N scattering and the description of the screening and renormalization method to include the Coulomb interaction are given in Refs. [1, 2, 3] , and for that reason are not repeated here.
The isolation of ∆-isobar effects
Full four-body calculations are carried out in Section 3 for the 4N bound state and in Section 4 for selected 4N reactions. The dynamics is based on the coupled-channel potential CD Bonn + ∆; the purely nucleonic CD Bonn potential serves as reference for isolating the full ∆-isobar effect on the considered observables. However, a split of the total ∆-isobar effect into separate contributions is highly desirable for understanding the physics of the results. For this goal a sequence of incomplete calculations is also done. The dynamic input, the coupled-channel two-baryon transition matrix is calculated correctly in all its components T N N , T ∆N , T N ∆ , and T ∆∆ , but is only partially included in the following incomplete calculations:
(1) Only the purely nucleonic component T N N of the two-baryon transition matrix is retained. The lowest order ∆ contribution to the dynamics, kept in this calculation, is shown in Fig. 3 . It renders the 2N interaction less attractive off-shell. This is the well known effect of 2N dispersion.
(2) Only the two-baryon transition matrix components T N N , T ∆N , and T N ∆ are retained. The most important ∆ contribution to the dynamics, kept in this calculation in addition to the 2N dispersion, is of Fujita-Miyazawa (FM) type shown in Fig. 4 together with higher order 3N force contributions; the sample process on the right-hand side of Fig. 4 occurs due to two-body contributions contained in T N ∆ . However, according to Ref. [23] , those higher order 3N force contributions should be far less important. Thus, the second incomplete calculation, when compared to the first one, is a reasonable estimation for the effective 3N force of the Fujita-Miyazawa type.
(3) In the third incomplete calculation all 4N force effects are attempted to be eliminated while keeping all 3N force effects. The two-baryon transition matrix component T ∆∆ , contained in the 1 + 3 subsystem transition operator U 1 , generates higher order (h.o.) 3N force contributions like those in Fig. 5 , in which one spectating nucleon is interaction-free. In addition, due to the purely nucleonic intermediate states in T ∆∆ , even particular iterations of the 3N Fujita-Miyazawa force are generated like the one also shown in Fig. 5 , in which all four baryons are involved in the interaction process. But T ∆∆ is also the source for the effective 4N force, whose corresponding lowest order contributions are shown in Fig. 6 . The clean elimination of the 4N force is achieved by using the full T ∆∆ component in the calculation of U 1 , but the modified part T ∆∆ − T ′ ∆∆ when the transition matrix acts immediately before/after the permutation operator P 34 in the iteration process of Eq. (1a) where the particular transition matrix to be modified occurs explicitly. The subtraction of
ensures the presence of the purely nucleonic intermediate state between two successive 3N transition operators U 1 , which act, due to the permutation P 34 , in different 3N subsystems. It therefore eliminates all 4N force contributions for which Fig. 6 gives lowest order examples. Thus, when comparing this calculation to the previous incomplete calculation (2) and to the full calculation, the effects of h. o. 3N force contributions and of the 4N force are estimated separately. 
Four-nucleon bound state
In the present study the binding energy for the 4N bound state is calculated. Other properties, such as the charge radius or the charge form factor, are not determined yet. Only total isospin T = 0 states are included and isospin averaging is performed for the two-baryon transition matrix.
In Table 1 we collect the results for 3N and 4N binding energies. The inclusion of the ∆ isobar increases the corresponding binding energies but is unable to reproduce the experimental values. Obviously, many-nucleon forces, not accounted for by the ∆ isobar, make a rather significant contribution to 3N and 4N binding energies. the σ-meson exchange in v ∆∆ that is not really constrained by elastic 2N data; it could get constrained by the data in pionic channels coupling to 2N channels above the inelastic threshold. The σ-meson exchange strength of the CD Bonn + ∆ potential was chosen to yield more binding in the 3N system, and therefore its contribution to the binding energy of 4 He is quite sizable as well. An alternative realistic coupled-channel potential with a weaker σ-meson in v ∆∆ was developed in Ref. [24] . In the Appendix we show the differences relative to CD Bonn + ∆ and the corresponding predictions for 3N and 4N binding energies. (4) Finally, in contrast to the complete 3N force contribution ∆E 
Four-nucleon scattering
The n-3 H and p-3 He scattering is dominated by the total isospin T = 1 states while deuteron-deuteron (d-d) scattering by the T = 0 states; the n-3 He and p-3 H reactions involve both T = 0 and T = 1 states and are coupled to d-d in T = 0. All those reactions below three-body breakup threshold were calculated in Refs. [1, 2, 3] . Here we study the ∆-isobar effect on the low-energy 4N scattering observables.
In Fig. 7 we study the energy dependence of the total n-3 H cross section. The ∆-isobar excitation increases the 3N binding energy and through scaling improves the description of the data around threshold. However, there is quite a significant non-beneficial ∆ effect in the region of the resonance which is strongly driven by n-3 H relative P waves. In Table 2 we split this effect into 2N dispersion, 3N and 4N force contributions, the last of which we find to be negligible. Furthermore, we split the total n-3 H cross section σ t into the S-and P -wave contributions σ S t and σ P t . As can be seen in Table 2 , the ∆ effects on the 3 H binding energy ǫ t and the S-wave cross section are correlated by scaling in the same way as it has been observed in Ref. [1] , i.e., σ S t decreases when ǫ t increases. In contrast, there is no 4N force < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 Table 2 Separate ∆-isobar effects on the observables of n-3 H scattering at 3.5 MeV neutron lab energy.
such a correlation in P waves where both 2N dispersion and effective 3N force decrease the cross section while having opposite effects on ǫ t . This is different from 3N scattering where the ∆ effect becomes visible, scaling aside, only at rather high energy, beyond 50 MeV in the center of mass (c.m.) system. At lower energies the individual ∆ contributions are not negligible, but very often cancel each other to a large extent. Much smaller effect on σ t in the resonance region is observed in Refs. [14, 15] where Urbana IX 3N force is added to AV18.
In Fig. 8 we study the observables of p-3 He scattering at 5.54 MeV proton lab energy. This reaction is related to n-3 H by charge symmetry that is broken only by the Coulomb interaction and hadronic charge dependence. The chargesymmetric ∆ effect is therefore very similar in both reactions. It reduces the p-3 He differential cross section at forward and backward angles increasing the discrepancy with data. It is small and non-beneficial for the proton analyzing power A y , while the p-3 He spin correlation coefficients remain described quite satisfactorily. Similar effects have also been observed in Ref. [17] using the Urbana IX 3N force [10] . In the last column of Table 2 we split the ∆ effect into 2N , 3N and 4N contributions for the maximum values of A y in n-3 H scattering which is closely related to p-3 He A y . The effects of the 2N dispersion and effective 3N force are quite sizable, about -15% and 10%, respectively, but par- Fig. 7 . The data are from Ref. [27] for the differential cross section and from Ref. [28] for the spin observables.
tially cancel each other. A similar canceling was observed in the 3N A y [26] though there the 3N force effect was larger than the 2N dispersion, in contrast to the 4N system. The elastic differential cross section in the coupled p-3 H and n-3 He reactions correlates to some extent with that of p-3 He and n-3 H scattering and is similarly reduced by the ∆ excitation at forward and backward angles. In contrast, the effect is much weaker for the p + 3 H → n + 3 He transfer cross section as shown in Fig. 9 . The ∆ effect on A y in this reaction is consistent with the findings of Ref. [3] where increasing the 3N binding energy moves the predictions away from the data. The ∆ effect is tiny for the elastic d-d cross section as shown in Fig. 10 , but is visible for the deuteron tensor analyzing powers which, however, are very small.
As we found in Ref. [3] the observables of the two chargesymmetric transfer reactions
3 He correlate to some extent with the 3N binding energy and with the deuteron D-state probability. That former correlation is reflected in Fig. 11 where the inclusion of the ∆-isobar excitation brings the theoretical predictions closer to the data for the differential cross section, but has a smaller effect on the analyzing powers.
Conclusions
The technical apparatus, developed in Refs. [1,2,3] for the solution of the 4N bound state and scattering equa- Fig. 9 . Differential cross section and proton analyzing power of the p + 3 H → n + 3 He reaction at 6 MeV proton lab energy. Curves as in Fig. 7 . The cross section data are from Ref. [29] . Ay data are from Ref. [30] . tions, is employed and extended. The extension covers the use of a realistic coupled-channel potential allowing for the excitation of a single nucleon to a ∆ isobar. The ∆ isobar mediates effective 2N , 3N and 4N forces, consistent with each other. A procedure for isolating the ∆-isobar effects of 2N , 3N and 4N nature on observables is given and used to study different dynamic mechanisms.
Technically, this paper demonstrates that 4N calculations with realistic 2N , 3N and 4N forces are feasible. The Coulomb repulsion between protons is included. Fully converged results for the 4N binding energy and for the 4N scattering observables below three-body breakup threshold are obtained.
Physicswise, this paper shows for the first time that, within the present model space, 4N force effect on nuclear observables is much smaller than the 3N force effect. That fact is shown in the framework of ∆-mediated effective many-body forces for the 4N bound state and lowenergy scattering observables, and is a very valuable confirmation of the traditional belief in a hierarchic order for the importance of many-nucleon forces. However, the inclusion of the ∆ isobar is unable to resolve the long-standing discrepancies with the experimental data, neither for the n-3 H total cross section in the resonance region nor for A y in p-3 He scattering. Nevertheless, in addition to possible differences resulting from model dependence, some differences between the work of Lazauskas & Carbonell [14] , the Pisa group [16, 17] and the present calculations need to be sorted out in the near future. While our findings seem to coincide with those of the Pisa group for p-3 He vis-a-vis the effect of the 3N force, the calculations by Lazauskas & Carbonell indicate that the Urbana IX 3N force, when added to AV18 2N force, bears almost no effect on the total cross section σ t in the n-3 H resonance region. Given that n-3 H and p-3 He only differ by the Coulomb interaction and small charge dependent terms in the 2N force, one does not expect such a different behavior between n-3 H and p-3 He when 3N forces are added.
Dynamically, our calculations are based on the twobaryon coupled-channel potential CD Bonn + ∆ [13] , which fits the deuteron properties and 2N elastic scattering data as well as the best 2N potentials [4, 5, 6, 7] . As standard in the description of nuclear structure and scattering, the ∆ isobar is assumed to be a stable particle of fixed mass without subthreshold corrections arising from the ∆-generated P 33 πN resonance. This assumption is a crude and in principle unnecessary simplification of the ∆ isobar's dynamic structure, not allowing a direct application of the coupled-channel potential to pionic reactions. This fact is the reason why the ∆N and especially the ∆∆ parts of the two-baryon potential in its present form are not sufficiently constrained by the 2N data; their full determination requires the data of πN N dynamics. We recall that all nuclear potentials are indeterminate to some extent, e.g., 2N potentials with respect to their short-range behavior and their amount of nonlocality. However we are especially concerned about the indeterminacy of the ∆∆ part of the employed two-baryon coupled-channel potential, since it is responsible for the higher-order 3N force and for the 4N force, the focus of this paper. Fortunately, that dynamic indeterminacy does not change our physics conclusion in any form: Exploiting that model dependence of the potential by using, besides CD Bonn + ∆, also its alternative CD Bonn + ∆ ′ described in the Appendix, the 4N force effect on binding energy remains much smaller than the 3N force effect and for the scattering observables it is completely negligible. Finally, completing the list of all possible shortcomings of the employed two-baryon coupled-channel potential, the 2N potential in the presence of a ∆ isobar, encountered in the Hamiltonian underlying our calculations, is constrained only by the data of πN N N dynamics; however, different choices for that part of the potential appear inconsequential for all studied observables according to our findings in the 3N system.
In a longer range vision, the extension of the Hamiltonian of this paper to cover also pionic reactions is quite possible, pushing the descriptions of 3N and 4N scattering to intermediate energies and thereby decreasing the model dependence inherent in the chosen force model with ∆-isobar excitation. Furthermore, we hope for a consistent derivation and tuning of purely nucleonic 2N , 3N and 4N forces in the framework of chiral EFT; their subsequent application to the 4N observables, studied in this paper, would be a challenging enterprise and a wonderful alternative to our present work.
We thank R. This paper works predominantly with the two-baryon coupled-channel potential CD Bonn + ∆, derived in Ref. [13] . Its particular feature is a strong σ-meson coupling g σN N g σ∆∆ /4π = 8.7 for the direct v ∆∆ component in N ∆ states 5 SDG 2 coupled to the nucleonic partial wave 1 D 2 . That coupling is undetermined within sizable limits; it was chosen to obtain more binding in the 3N bound state, nevertheless allowing for the optimal fit of χ 2 /datum = 1.02 to the elastic 2N scattering data. This appendix presents selected results for an alternative coupled-channel potential CD Bonn + ∆ ′ [24] with weaker g σN N g σ∆∆ /4π = 5.0 that, after refitting the parameters of the two σ mesons in the nucleonic part v N N of the potential, still allows for an optimal description of 2N data with χ 2 /datum = 1.02. For completeness in Table A .1 we give the changed σ-meson parameters of the CD Bonn + ∆ ′ potential in the 1 D 2 partial wave; other parameters have the same values as for CD Bonn + ∆ and are given in Ref. [13] . 
